MOW WEEKLY UPDATE!
3/1/2010

Hello MOW folks and welcome to the month of March. Let’s get right down to our
exciting time hearing about what MOW has been up to that few days and what you can
do this week with MOW.
WEEK IN REVIEW:
Tuesday: We were busy in the shops,
although there was a fair amount of rain which
cut the Tuesday night crew work short. We
also had a visit from our new DRO Alan
Hardy. With the heavy rain and the Tuesday
crew feeling they did not want to man the
ferry service to move around the shop we
closed down an hour early.
Crew waiting for the rain to slack off before work.
Thursday: We had a great crew working on
Thursday night but my memory is a little foggy so if I do not remember everything,
tough. First Brenton redid the hydraulic hose on the green machine. Richard continued
to pain the scarifyer, it is looking great. Cliff began work on putting together the rail
grabs for one of the ballast cars. That is all I remember so that is all there is.

Saturday: We had a nice crew for an otherwise rainy day. Clem, Mike Taylor, Brenton
and Frank brought in the ties from commerce circle and spent the day shorting out at least
three good bundles of useable ties. Chris and Ed worked on the horn to the scarifyer.
Frank with help from Sandy hooked up our computer from the foundation but discovered
that there is a password on the system and we were not able to access the computer.
While it rained hard through the morning the sun did come out in the afternoon but we
were too busy working to even notice the nice day.
WEEK AHEAD:
Tuesday: For those looking for a reason to be
out of the house on Tuesday night come on out
to MOW. We will be busy in the shops working
on projects. Start time is 3:00 p.m. for freelance
retired folk, and 5:00 p.m. for slaves to the
punch clock. We meet at the shops.

Frank on the forklift moving ties for sorting.

at the shops.

Thursday: More work in the shops for MOW
folks, we have projects left over from Tuesday
and new projects yet to be started. Progress is
the name of the game and volunteers help make
progress on our projects. Start time is 5:00 p.m.

Saturday: Meet at the shops at 8:00 a.m. and we will
have work for you. We plan on working down at
Setzer, getting our shaker ready to get to work and a
host of other projects.
See you out on the line,
John, Sandy, and Chris
Moving the Scarifyer for work on the air tank.

